Introduction
Particle engineering is an important aspect of many industries [1] [2] [3] and much research has focussed on being able to 'tailor-make' or design additives which affect particle morphology in a predicted way. 4, 5 Barium sulfate has often been used as a model compound since it is easy to control the precipitation conditions and it is an industrially important scale-forming compound. 6, 7 Previous literature on aminocarboxylate additives has reported that they effect barium sulfate morphology. 8, 9 These experiments were conducted at very high pHs (10) (11) (12) and at high carboxylate to barium ratios, resulting in chelation of the barium in solution. Work previously conducted by us has shown that the aminocarboxylate, nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA), not only affects barium sulfate precipitation at lower concentrations and pHs than those previously discussed, but also appears to interact with barium sulfate in a different manner to other inhibitors (phosphonates). 10 In this study, both the morphology of the resultant barium sulfate particles and the kinetics of crystallization were assessed in order to determine the mode of interaction of NTA with barium sulfate.
The structure of this molecule is given in Fig. 1 .
Experimental
The procedure consisted of monitoring crystallization using conductivity and nephelometry probes, while molecular modelling was undertaken to investigate the surface to additive interactions. Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and microscopic techniques (SEM and TEM) were used to further support the mechanistic interpretation of the interaction of NTA with barium sulfate.
Conductivity
As described previously in ref 10 , a stoichiometric amount of sodium sulfate was added to a barium chloride solution such that the final concentration was 0.25 mM. The temperature was 25 uC and the pH was 5.6 for experiments unless otherwise stated with the resulting initial supersaturation ratio y25. The standard conditions result in rectangular crystals (Fig. 2a) . The additive was added to the barium chloride solution prior to the sodium sulfate being added to start precipitation (final concentrations ranging from 0.007 to 0.078 mM), and the resultant particles were then filtered, washed and dried for SEM preparation. Due to the fact that supersaturation changes with time in batch crystallization runs such as these, the conductivity data are used to determine whether inhibition of the overall precipitation process occurs and whether there is any trend with additive concentration.
Nephelometry
The method for nephelometry was the same as that for conductivity except for the probe used (conductivity versus nephelometry) and the speed of stirring. Stirring was at 300 rpm for the nephelometry experiment in order to ensure that a representative sample of particles came to the probe window and a reading automatically logged to a computer every 2 s. Nephelometry was used in order to determine whether NTA had an effect on the induction time (and therefore the nucleation rate) of barium sulfate precipitation.
The increased scatter at the lower NTA concentrations could be due to the larger variation in particle size (i.e. size distribution) and the rectangular form of the particles themselves. At higher NTA concentrations the barite particles are (a) more uniform and (b) more spherical, and this may lead to less variation in the turbidity reading (which is susceptible to both particle number, shape and size effects 11 ).
The induction time has been calculated using an intersection of lines method given that there are various ways in which the induction time can be defined; 12 i.e. in this work, we have determined the baseline intersection point with the initial linear section. The error associated with this method was found to be y¡20%. Furthermore, a barite precipitation run in the presence of 0.26 mM NTA was performed where samples were taken during the experiment for transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A 10 mL sample of the suspension was placed on the TEM grid (carbon coated 200 Cu mesh) and the excess fluid was adsorbed by filter paper after 20 min (to allow particles to settle onto the grid). The samples were left to dry in a desiccator prior to viewing in a JEOL 2011 transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV.
A 5 L batch of barium sulfate precipitated in the presence of 0.078 mM NTA was conducted in order to obtain sufficient solids for XRD and thermogravimetry.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
Infrared spectra were obtained using the horizontal attenuated total reflection (HATR) accessory (a zinc selenide crystal) on a Bruker IFS 66 instrument. The resolution was 4 cm 21 and an MCT (mercury cadmium telluride) detector was used with an aperture of 12 mm. Barium sulfate with mean volume radius size (using Malvern Mastersizer) of y270 nm and 90% of particles below 560 nm (surface area was found to be 7.4 m 2 g 21 using N 2 adsorption and the BET isotherm model) was prepared as the solid substrate from analytical grade reagents. The NTA was prepared at 1 g L 21 at pHs 5, 6, 7 and 8 by adding the minimum volume of hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide required. 256 scans were obtained for all spectra. Approximately 1 mL of the solution (or slurry) was introduced on to the crystal surface using a Pasteur pipette and the crystal cleaned between solutions using milliQ water and ethanol. The optical pathway beneath the crystal was purged with dry nitrogen prior to analysis to remove as much carbon dioxide and water vapour as possible.
The adsorbed organic spectra were derived by subtracting the spectra of barium sulfate in solution at a given pH from the spectra of the organic and barium sulfate in solution at a given pH. The changes in the adsorbed spectra from the initial solution spectra show that the solution contribution is negligible.
Molecular modelling
Molecular modelling was undertaken using empirically derived potentials, most of which have been previously published. 13 Those potentials relating specifically to NTA are available in the ESI.{ The GDIS 14 program was used for visualisation and setting up of the simulations and GULP 15 was used as the energy minimisation tool. The reader is directed to the references supplied 16, 17 for further details regarding the methodology employed. Very briefly, once a surface and surface termination were selected, a sulfate was removed from the surface layer (to allow the system as a whole to remain uncharged, a necessary requirement in periodic systems) and the NTA molecule placed in a random orientation several Angstroms away from the surface. The system was then allowed to minimise its energy, which involves the additive docking into the surface. Many initial starting configurations were explored and different sulfate molecules were removed from the surface in an effort to find the global energy minimum. The replacement energy is then calculated, which is the difference in energy of the surface with adsorbed inhibitor to the energy of the pure surface taking into consideration the solvation of the inhibitor and the sulfate ions that are replaced. 13, 16, 17 Parameters used for the modelling are presented in the ESI.{
Results
As discussed previously, 10 NTA does show inhibition of barium sulfate precipitation (see Table 1 ). The concentration of NTA required to reduce the de-supersaturation rate by half is 0.078 mM, which is equivalent to 1 NTA molecule per 3 barium ions. That is, on a carboxylate to barium atom ratio, it is 1 : 1. The speciation curve (see Fig. 3 ) of NTA at pH 5.6 shows that the molecule would be in the LH 22 form (where L refers to the fully deprotonated ligand and H is hydrogen). The hydrogen, however, would be expected to be on the nitrogen as a zwitterion 18 and thus the NTA molecule actually has three fully deprotonated carboxylate groups all of which could interact with barium. The speciation curve, however, shows that actual complexation with barium is expected to be low at the concentrations used in this study and is at most 10% of the total NTA concentration for pHs less than 7. Further details of the speciation curves, the effect of NTA concentration and temperature can be found in the ESI ( Fig. S1 and S2).{ Compare these results with Uchida et al. 8, 9 (where they used a carboxylate/Ba ratio of 6 : 1). In our study the morphology changes begin to be observed at ratios of approximately 1 : 10 (carboxylate/Ba). As the concentration of NTA is increased, the particles become increasingly rounder and smaller particles can be observed ( Fig. 2b and 2c ). Some intergrown particles are also seen in Fig. 2b . XRD of the particles formed in the presence of 0.078 mM NTA showed no significant line broadening when compared to the control sample. 10 The uniformity of the particles was found to be dependent on the hydrodynamic conditions (i.e. stirring conditions, flow patterns in the vessel) as shown by the TEM ( It was found that NTA in solution is susceptible to ageing effects over time (y1 month) and that, more importantly, the aged NTA did not affect the morphology of the precipitated barium sulfate. Thus, NTA decomposes and/or degrades over time in aqueous systems. Microbial degredation of NTA has been reported in the literature. 19 Nephelometry results show that NTA increases the induction time of barium sulfate precipitation as the concentration of NTA increases (Fig. 4) . Thus, NTA inhibits nucleation. The differences in the de-supersaturation rates and induction times observed with increasing NTA concentration are shown in Table 1 . It must be remembered that the turbidity is determined by many factors other than particle number (including size and anisotropy) as discussed in the Experimental section and the important information gained from these data sets is the induction time for which there is a theoretical basis. 12 Thus, the crossing over of data between the 12.5 and 15 ppm samples could be due to: (i) errors in the method; (ii) fewer particles being observed by the turbidity meter (because the crystallization process has created fewer particles, agglomeration and/or as a result of subtle changes in the placement of the probe); (iii) the shape of the particles being measured; and (iv) the size of the particles being measured. It could also be a combination of these factors.
The issue of whether the NTA alters the solubility of barium sulfate by interacting even slightly with the barium cation can be excluded. We can see from the speciation curve of NTA (Fig. 3 ) that complexation with barium is minimal at the pH investigated here. Therefore, complexation effects can be ruled out. Fig. 5 shows the change in the control morphology with temperature. Clearly, the particles become thicker (i.e. the (001) face appears larger) and the aspect ratio becomes smaller (and closer to 1) for the control particles of barium sulfate as temperature increases. This is expected, as the supersaturation decreases as temperature increases (when concentrations remain constant) and this is the expected morphology change with decreasing supersaturation. 20 The barite particles formed in the presence of NTA change dramatically with temperature on going from 25 to 60 uC. The roughly spherical particles become rhombs reminiscent of the morphology of barite at very low supersaturations. The pH was found not to impact significantly on the morphology of b From nephelometry, NP = experiment not performed. Interestingly, the effect of pH on the de-supersaturation rate (at 25 uC) shows that after pH 6 there is very little further effect of NTA on the degree of inhibition of barite precipitation (Fig. 6) . The speciation curve suggests that by pH 12 the amount of NTA complexed is 90%, however, we must calculate the amount of barium ions complexed in order to ascertain the effect on supersaturation. The percentage of barium ions within a complex is 20% at this pH value. Despite this drop in free barium ions, the degree of inhibition appears relatively static. Given the ¡10% error in this method this may be a sensitivity issue.
At the higher temperature of 60 uC, however, the pH appears to have a more dramatic impact (Fig. 7) . In fact, as can be seen from both Fig. 5 and 7 , as temperature increases, the NTA's ability to modify morphology decreases somewhat but improves slightly as pH goes up at the higher temperature. It is possible that acid may promote the degradation of NTA at higher temperatures but such information is not available and beyond the scope of this work. The supersaturation decreases at 298 K from y25 to y17 at 333 K, 21 thus the solubility has increased by 50% in a stoichiometric reaction (c 0 increases from 0.010 to 0.015 mM). Normally, as supersaturation decreases the effect of additives is increased rather than decreased. The differences between room temperature and higher temperatures on NTA's ability to inhibit could be due to kinetic factors. That is, if the mode of inhibition is related to adsorption and desorption kinetics (that increase with temperature) then this would have a profound impact on the inhibition and/or morphology changes. In particular, if adsorption were an exothermic process then increases in temperature would increase the desorption reaction more significantly. In fact at pH 7 (and 60 uC) the morphology is reminiscent of barite formed at low supersaturation, thus at the higher temperature less NTA adsorption may be occurring. Even increasing the concentration to 0.26 mM NTA at pH 7 and 80 uC showed no significant difference in the morphology to that obtained at 0.052 mM.
Attempts were also made to follow the formation of particles (at RT) with time using TEM (when 0.26 mM NTA was present during barium sulfate precipitation). By sampling during and after the induction time (observed visually to be approximately 0.5 h) it was hoped that some light could be shed on how the particles evolve to their final shape. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , precipitation begins as small, essentially spherical nanoparticles that agglomerate into larger spherical and ellipsoid shaped particles.
As precipitation proceeds, these aggregates become more crystalline (SAED shows distorted spots) with a roughly hexagonal shape. Essentially, then, we see round particles in the SEM pictures because these particles are harvested prior to ageing and ripening effects. Although the aged samples appear to be hexagonal they are also rounded as can be seen in the SEM pictures (ESI, Fig. S5 ).{ Several attempts were made to obtain an adsorption isotherm but data could not be reproducibly obtained (using infrared and thermogravimetric techniques). It is believed that carbonate (via adsorbed CO 2 from the atmosphere) interferes with the analysis of adsorbed NTA. This is not uncommon for carboxylate molecules and has been noted previously in the literature. 22 In addition, at higher levels of NTA, dissolution of the barite occurred, thus impeding any meaningful adsorption data being collected. Fourier transform infrared spectra were collected on both NTA solutions and barium sulfate slurries in the absence and presence of NTA at various pH values (25 uC). Fig. 9 shows that very little difference is observed in the solution spectra of NTA as the pH changes. A band at y1730 cm 21 is indicative of the CLO from the COOH group (absent in these spectra), while the 1430 cm 21 and 1600-1650 cm 21 bands have been assigned to the COO 2 symmetric and asymmetric stretch, respectively. 18 In this work the asymmetric stretch appears at 1630-1640 cm 21 depending on pH. In the absence of barium cations, this lack of change with pH is to be expected. When barium sulfate is present (Fig. 10) , the 1630-1640 cm 21 band has shifted to y1600 cm
21
, and this is particularly noticeable at the higher pHs. This suggests that NTA chemisorbs onto the barium sulfate surface. It was found that the bands were consistent with COO-M bonds found in solid complexes as stated in the literature where M = Ba 2+ . 23 The band found at y1700 cm 21 in the adsorbed spectra is, in light of the modelling studies (see below), probably best interpreted as hydrogen bonding between the NTA molecule and the barium sulfate surface since the CLO is not expected to be present (from speciation data) and is lower in wavenumber than expected for the CLO stretch (1730 cm 21 discussed above).
There are some other notable changes in the adsorbed spectra: (i) there is a decrease in the band at y1360 cm 21 with increasing pH; (ii) the band at y1330 cm 21 shifts to higher wavenumbers (y1340 cm
) with increasing pH. These two bands are also associated with the COO 2 anion according to ref. 23 . Of more interest, perhaps, is that the shift to lower wavenumbers in the asymmetric stretch increases as pH increases. This suggests that chemisorption is greater at the higher pH values. Also, the difference between the wavenumber values of the asymmetric and symmetric stretches appears to decrease with an increase in pH and this may suggest a chelating bidentate structure between the carboxylate group and the barium cation. 24 In order to understand the interactions occurring on a more fundamental level, molecular modelling was performed with and without the zwitterion formation. This was conducted in an effort to determine the impact (or otherwise) of the presence of the zwitterion. The zwitterion is expected to have the greatest effect when the functional group is not so tightly bound and our previous modelling on phosphonate inhibitors showed a very strong phosphonate group adsorption (if the functional group interaction is strong it will dominate the interaction and only small differences in the energy with and without zwitterion will be seen). Thus, carboxylate inhibitors were seen as a better candidate for this investigation. The NTA molecule without the zwitterion is the same LH 22 species but with one of the carboxylate groups protonated while the zwitterion form naturally has the proton bonded to the nitrogen atom. The trend in replacement energy (which gives an indication of the favourability of adsorption) was found (when not in zwitterion form) to be:
Note, the lower the replacement energy the more favourable adsorption will be. The (100) face has two possible terminations (see ref 16 for a more detailed discussion) and both have a favourable interaction with the NTA molecule. Fig. 11 shows the two most favoured configurations for adsorption.
In the case of the zwitterion being present, the following trend with replacement energy was found:
(100b) , (010) , (100a) , (211) , (011) , (101) , (001) , (210).
As can be seen, the presence of the zwitterion did not alter the most favoured faces for adsorption, nor the least favoured. The only difference between the two sets of simulations is the (211), (011) and (101) face ordering. The two most favourable adsorption configurations are shown in Fig. 11 , and show that the main difference is that the hydrogen on the zwitterion is also able to interact via hydrogen bonding to the oxygen atoms on the sulfate groups. Most interestingly, the NTA with the protonated carboxylate did not show any hydrogen bonding on the (100b) face. This can be understood in terms of the strong Ba 2+ -O NTA interaction. The unprotonated oxygen on the carboxylate interacts with the surface barium ion and this forces the stereochemistry of the protonated oxygen atom away from the surface, such that no hydrogen bonding is possible. On the zwitterion molecule, all carboxylate groups are deprotonated, thus maximising this strong Ba 2+ -O NTA interaction but additionally, hydrogen bonding is also occurring. There is only one H bond at 1.7 Å (H zwit -O sulf ), although three other interactions exist that are between 3 and 4 Å in length between the zwitterion hydrogen atom and the sulfate oxygen atoms. The presence of the zwitterion increased the magnitude of the replacement energy by y100 kJ mol 21 for all of the faces studied (see Table 2 ) and made the process of adsorption more favourable. On some faces, the protonated carboxylate does hydrogen-bond but the zwitterion always has the lower replacement energy because it can both hydrogenbond and maximise the Ba 2+ -O NTA interactions (via the slightly greater coloumbic attractions). In these cases the replacement energy difference is less than 100 kJ mol
. Clearly, hydrogen bonding does enhance the adsorption of additives when possible. This is in agreement with van der Leeden 25 who stated that the increased inhibitory action of HEDP (hydroxyethylenediphosphonic acid) was due to hydrogen bonding. In addition, it was found that the carboxylate groups (in the zwitterion form) are able to bond with the barium cations in both a bridging bidentate and a chelating bidentate mode 24 for the (100b) surface, where two of the carboxylate groups were in both a chelating and bridging structure (i.e. interacting with two barium ions one of which is in the chelate-type structure) while the third was found to be in a bridging-type structure only. The presence of water on the barium sulfate surface is not expected to change the adsorption configuration significantly, however, it would undoubtedly influence the replacement energy since the NTA would have to displace some of this water (from molecular dynamics simulations 26 the adsorbed water has an adsorption energy of y50 kJ mol 21 ). However, this change would be small compared to the replacement energies reported here and might be compensated by hydrogen bonding between the NTA molecule with the remaining water molecules on the surface.
At room temperature and 0.052 mM NTA, the almost cubelike structures suggest that the side faces are actually (010) and (100) faces. However, at RT and 0.26 mM NTA any cube-like structure is difficult to determine. The main effect at the higher concentration has been to form much smaller particles. We can tentatively assign the faces of the nanoparticles (seen in Fig. 8c ) as shown in Scheme 1.
The TEM thin sections showed that the particles were not of a uniform thickness but showed some porosity throughout while others showed clear signs of dissolution (Fig. 12) . The substructure appearance of porosity has been previously observed and attributed to aggregated growth and ripening effects also related to dissolution and recrystallization. 27 After ageing all observed particles had the quasi-hexagonal structure. The particle shown in Fig. 12 was taken from an aged sample not ultramicrotomed, suggesting that the particle underwent some dissolution (experience with barium sulfate in the TEM suggests this extent of 'damage' is not due to the beam). TEM elemental analysis was unable to detect any nitrogen. Whether this is because the levels were below detection or because the NTA had dissolved from the structure is unknown. The SAED patterns showed a variety of different diffraction patterns due to the rounded nature of the particles, however, the (010) zone and (100) zone could be identified (see ESI, Fig. S6 ){ on many occasions. What could definitely be excluded was the (210) face being present. We can confidently say that, due to the orthogonal nature of the particles, the two faces making the sides of the barite particles are the (010) and (100) faces, with some rounding also occurring. This finding supports the molecular modelling results discussed earlier.
Discussion
Carboxylate polymer molecules inhibit barium sulfate precipitation due to the large number of carboxylate-surface interactions, 28 but small carboxylate molecules are not generally recognised as inhibiting the precipitation of barium sulfate at moderate pHs where complexation is expected to be low. Morphology effects of small carboxylates have been reported at high pH and attributed to solution complexation. 8, 9 Clearly, from our previous work and this work, inhibition by the small NTA carboxylate occurs at moderate pHs and low concentrations, where complexation is expected to be negligible. The nephelometry results clearly indicate that the induction period of barium sulfate is affected by the presence of NTA. Since complexation is not a significant contributor to this system, it can be confidently assumed that this is not due to changes in the supersaturation of the solution. However, the adsorption of NTA onto barium sulfate as seen from the FTIR evidence means that there will be an effect on the barium sulfate surface free energy and, by inference, on the interfacial free energy. From nucleation theory 12 if the interfacial free energy increases, then the critical nucleus size is expected to decrease. Thus, the observed increase in induction time could be due to the longer time period required for the particles to grow to a size sufficient to be detected by the turbidity probe. However, the change in interfacial free energy also affects the nucleation rate (J 3 Aexp{2c 3 }). 12 Thus, an increase in the interfacial free energy can both reduce the critical nucleus size and reduce the nucleation rate, both leading to longer induction periods being observed. The morphologies of the barium sulfate particles produced in the presence of NTA are almost identical at low and high pH at room temperature. Perhaps, it is not so much the amount of NTA-Ba complex that is important but the amount of NTA able to adsorb. Consider the following equilibrium:
Even if the equilibrium lies almost completely to the right at high pH, if there is a small amount of the LH 22 species being lost to adsorption then the equilibrium will be shifted back towards the left slightly. The room temperature FTIR evidence has shown that chemisorption is stronger at the higher pHs. This may explain the lack of morphological differences between the pH 12 sample and pH 6 sample at 25 uC, i.e. the morphology is determined by the adsorbed NTA and this is occurring alongside the complex formation reaction.
Only at high temperatures do major differences in the morphology begin to be observed on altering pH. From the effect on morphology it is expected that NTA is less effective as an inhibitor at elevated temperatures. The effect of temperature is a difficult one to interpret since some important data are lacking (such as the decomposition at elevated temperature, adsorption at higher temperature, etc.). However, given that the estimated log K values for NTA at 60 uC suggests that almost all of the NTA is complexed with barium at pH 10 (see ESI, Fig. S2 ),{ we would expect the morphology at pH 10 to be most like that observed at pH 7. Without further information (which we hope to gather in the future) the simplest explanation is one of kinetics; the crystallization kinetics are faster at higher temperatures and this may mean that the adsorption of NTA is much slower in comparison and so its effect is weakened.
The molecular modelling shows that the (100) face of barite was the most favourable for adsorption. This interaction was observed experimentally at room temperature but is not observed at pH 7 and higher temperatures. In the case of the zwitterion, it was found from modelling that the main interaction of NTA is through the carboxylate group but that a small additional driver to adsorb in the presence of the zwitterion is via hydrogen bonding with surface oxygen atoms.
At room temperature and very high concentrations of NTA, nanoparticles are formed that are observed to aggregate together. On ageing, the aggregates undergo an ageing/ ripening process that is probably occurring via dissolution and re-precipitation.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the small aminocarboxylate NTA has a significant impact on barium sulfate crystallization provided the carboxylate groups are deprotonated. It has been shown that NTA adsorbs onto barium sulfate and that NTA is able to influence the induction time of barium sulfate crystallization. We conclude that the modification of the induction time is caused by NTA adsorption onto the critical nuclei and this alters the interfacial free energy. This is supported by infrared data and molecular modelling results showing NTA can and does adsorb onto barium sulfate.
At higher temperatures NTA does not affect the morphology to the same degree as at room temperature. This is not considered to be an issue of decomposition but is more likely a result of kinetics. The pH is seen to be more important for the ability of NTA to alter the barite morphology at elevated temperatures, however, the effect on morphology is not that expected from the speciation data (at 60 uC). It is predicted from the speciation data that NTA should be fully complexed to barium cations, yet the morphology is not that expected from a lower free barium cation activity. Future work to determine NTA adsorption (at least qualitatively) at this temperature is planned.
Molecular modelling has shown that the NTA can chemisorb onto several faces of barium sulfate and the most favoured faces for adsorption are those observed experimentally in the room temperature results at higher concentrations (.0.052 mM). The presence of the zwitterion did not alter the preference for NTA to adsorb onto the (100) and (010) faces, but it did change the replacement energy such that it became more favourable. This was found to be due to hydrogen bonding that occurred when the proton was positioned on the nitrogen atom rather than the carboxylate group.
In the presence of NTA at very high concentrations (¢0.26 mM) found that spherical nanoparticles are formed which agglomerate (forming a polycrystalline product) and eventually ripen to a more hexagonal shape.
As a final cautionary note, it is perhaps important that although these small molecules are known as complexing agents, their actual mode of interaction should be determined using complementary techniques. Only then can we fully comprehend the morphology modification mechanism and use this knowledge for particle engineering purposes.
